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Many dense magnetic nanoparticle systems exhibit slow dynamics which is qualitatively indistinguishable
from that observed in atomic spin glasses and its origin is attributed to dipole interactions among particle
momentssor superspinsd. However, even in dilute nanoparticle systems where the dipole interactions are
vanishingly small, slow dynamics is observed and is attributed solely to a broad distribution of relaxation times
which in turn comes from that of the anisotropy energy barriers. To clarify characteristic differences between
the two types of slow dynamics, we study a simple model of a noninteracting nanoparticle systemsa super-
paramagnetd analytically as well as ferritinsa superparamagnetd and a dense Fe3N nanoparticle systemsa
superspin glassd experimentally. It is found that superparamagnets in fact show agingsa waiting time depen-
denced of the thermoremanent magnetization as well as various memory effects. We also find some dynamical
phenomena peculiar only to superspin glasses such as the flatness of the field-cooled magnetization below the
critical temperature and memory effects in the zero-field-cooled magnetization. These dynamical phenomena
are qualitatively reproduced by the random energy model, and are well interpreted by the so-called droplet
theory in the field of spin-glass study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most attractive topics in the field of condensed
matter physics is slow dynamics such as nonexponential re-
laxation, aging sa waiting time dependence of
observablesd,1,2 and memory effects. These phenomena are
observed in various systems like polymers,1,3,4 high-Tc
superconductors,5 granular materials,6 and spin glasses. Es-
pecially in the field of spin glasses, slow dynamics has been
studied widely both experimentally2,7–9and theoretically10–15

to examine the validity of novel concepts of spin glasses
such as a hierarchical organization of states16,17and tempera-
ture chaos.18–21 These extensive studies have revealed vari-
ous interesting behaviors in dynamics like the coexistence of
memory and rejuvenation.7–9 Such findings have stimulated
many researchers to study slow dynamics in various systems
like geometrically frustrated magnets,22,23 transition-metal
oxides,24 orientational glasses,25,26supercooled liquids,27 and
dense magnetic nanoparticle systems28–33 by using experi-
mental protocols developed in the study of spin glasses.
Magnetic nanoparticle systems, which we study in this paper,
are of current interest because of their significance for tech-
nological applications as well as for their fundamental mag-
netic properties.34

In magnetic nanoparticle systems, there are two possible
origins of slow dynamics. The first one is a broad distribu-
tion of relaxation times originating solely from that of the
anisotropy energy barriers of each nanoparticle moment.
This is the only source of slow dynamics for sparsesweakly
interactingd magnetic nanoparticle systems, in which the
nanoparticles are fixed in space. We hereafter call the mag-
netic moments of each nanoparticlesuperspins, and such
weakly interacting magnetic nanoparticle systemssuper-
paramagnets. However, for dense magnetic nanoparticle sys-

tems, there is a second possible origin of slow dynamics,
namely, cooperative spin-glass dynamics due to frustration
caused by strong dipolar interactions among the particles and
randomness in the particle positions and anisotropy axis
orientations.35 In fact, evidence for a spin-glass transition
such as the critical divergence of the nonlinear susceptibility
has been found in dense magnetic nanoparticle systems.36–38

We hereafter call such dense magnetic nanoparticle systems,
which exhibit spin-glass behavior,superspin glasses.

Now the point is that magnetic nanoparticle systems in-
volve two possible mechanisms for slow dynamics, and
which of the two is relevant depends essentially on the con-
centration of nanoparticles. Then, in order to understand ap-
propriately slow dynamics in magnetic nanoparticle systems,
it is desirable to clarify which observed phenomena are sim-
ply due to slow dynamics caused by a broad distribution of
relaxation times, and which ones are brought by cooperative
dynamics peculiar to superspin glasses. For this purpose, we
first study a simple model of noninteracting magnetic nano-
particle systemsssuperparamagnetsd analytically. As a con-
sequence, we find that even superparamagnets exhibit aging
of the thermoremanent magnetization and various memory
effects. In particular, we show that the curious memory ef-
fects recently reported by Sunet al.,39 which were claimed to
give evidence of the existence of a superspin glass phase, can
be understood simply as superparamagnetic relaxationssee
also Refs. 40–42d.

We also perform experiments on ferritinsa
superparamagnet43,44d and a dense Fe3N nanoparticle sys-
temssa superspin glass29,37,45,46d. The results for ferritin are
qualitatively similar to those of our simple model of super-
paramagnets. The comparison of the phenomena observed in
the superparamagnet and the superspin glass reveals some
properties peculiar only to superspin glasses, e.g., the flat-
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ness of the field-cooled magnetization below the critical tem-
perature and memory effects in the zero-field-cooled magne-
tization. Particularly, the former phenomenon reminds us of
Parisi’s equilibrium susceptibility in the spin-glass mean-
field theory.47 However, we propose an interpretation based
on the spin-glass droplet theory20,48 which predicts the insta-
bility of the spin-glass phase under a static magnetic field of
any strength and so claims the observed field-cooled magne-
tization to be a property far from equilibrium.49 We also
show that these experimental results peculiar to superspin
glasses are qualitatively reproduced by the random energy
model.50–52

The outline of the present manuscript is as follows. In
Sec. II we introduce a model of superparamagnets and report
aging and memory effects observed in this model. The re-
sults of experiments on ferritin are also shown in this section.
In Sec. III we show experimental results on a dense Fe3N
nanoparticle system. Some properties found only in the su-
perspin glass are interpreted by the random energy model
and the droplet theory. Section IV is devoted to a summary.

II. SLOW DYNAMICS IN SUPERPARAMAGNETS

A. Model and master equation approach

Here we adopt a simple model which is considered to
describe the essential slow dynamics in noninteracting mag-
netic nanoparticle systemsssuperparamagnetsd. The mag-
netic momentssuperspind of one nanoparticle, which does
not interact with any other superspins, is supposed to occupy
one of two states with energies −KV±hMsV, whereK is the
bulk anisotropy constant,V the volume of the nanoparticle,h
an applied field in linear response regime, andMs the satu-
ration magnetization. Here we supposed that the direction of
the field is parallel to the anisotropy axes for simplicity. The
superparamagnetic relaxation time in zero field for the ther-
mal activation over the energy barrierKV is given by t
=t0 expsKV/Td, wheret0 is a microscopic time.

The occupation probability of one of the two states, in
which the superspin is parallelsantiparalleld to the field di-
rection, is denoted byp1std f1−p1stdg, and is solved by the
following master equation:53

d

dt
p1std = − W1→2stdp1std + W2→1stdh1 − p1stdj, s1d

whereW1→2std fW2→1stdg is the transition rate from the state
1 to 2 s2 to 1d at timet. To the leading order inhstd they are
written as

W1→2std =
1

2
t0

−1 expf− KV/Tstdgh1 − MsVhstd/Tstdj, s2d

W2→1std =
1

2
t0

−1 expf− KV/Tstdgh1 + MsVhstd/Tstdj. s3d

The above master equation can be solved analytically for any
temperatures and field protocols represented byTstd andhstd
from a given initial condition, and the magnetization of the
particle with volumeV is given by

Mst;Vd = f2p1st;Vd − 1gMsV. s4d

For example, in the case thathstd=h andTstd=T, we obtain

Mst;Vd = Mst = 0;Vdexps− t/td +
sMsVd2h

T
h1 − exps− t/tdj,

s5d

wheret;t0 expsKV/Td. Note that the additional condition
h=0 leads us to the familiar formulation for the decay of the
thermoremanent magnetization.

From Eqs.s1d–s4d, we notice thatp1std=1/2 fMstd=0g at
any t if p1s0d=1/2 andhstd=0. This means that in anygenu-
ine zero-field-cooledsZFCd processes starting fromM =0,
p1std is independent of the schedule of temperature change
Tstd, i.e., no memory is imprinted in the process. Experimen-
tally, a demagnetized initial state is obtained by choosing the
starting temperature sufficiently high.

The total magnetization of the nanoparticle system is
evaluated by averaging over the volume distribution,

M̄std =E dV PsVdMst;Vd ; E dV Mspecst;Vd. s6d

Here, the integrandsthe M spectrumd denoted asMspecst ;Vd
plays an important role in the arguments below. For the ex-

plicit evaluation ofM̄std, we use a log-normal distribution

PsVd = expf− lnsVd2/s2g2dg/sgVÎ2pd, s7d

where g=0.6, andV is measured in units of the average

volume V̄, which is given by expsg2/2d. Although quantita-
tive and some minute qualitative results may depend on the
value ofg, the functional form ofPsVd, and even our basic
assumption of the two-state representation, we do not go into
such detail here, expecting that our simplest model catches
the essence of slow dynamics of superparamagnets.

In the present work the average anisotropic energyKV̄ is
chosen as the unit of energy as well as that of temperature by
setting kB=1. As for the time scale, we suppose that the
microscopic timet0 for superspins of realistic nanoparticles
is around 10−9 s, and that a typical experimental time win-
dow is around 102 s. We therefore investigate our model in
the time window around 1011t0 expecting that it corresponds
to typical experimental time scales.

B. ZFC and FC magnetizations

Let us begin our arguments from the most fundamental
and well-known protocols, i.e., the measuring processes of
the zero-field-cooled magnetizationsZFCMd and the field-
cooled magnetizationsFCMd. In the ZFC process, the system
is rapidly cooled to a low temperature in zero field, and then
the induced magnetization by an applied fieldh is measured
as the temperature is gradually increased. In the FC process,
on the other hand, the system is gradually cooled underh
from a sufficiently high temperature so that the system is in
equilibrium at the highest temperature. The circles and
squares in Fig. 1 represent the ZFCM and FCM observed
with heating and cooling rater of 2.431012t0 per tempera-
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ture unit.60 As usually adopted, the peak position of the
ZFCM is regarded as the blocking temperatureTB, which is
.0.088 for the present process. If the rater is 104 times
slower, we obtainTB.0.063 sdiamonds for the ZFCM and
triangles for the FCMd. If we maker infinitely slow, both the
ZFCM and the FCM curves coincide with the one given by
the Curie law.

In the inset of Fig. 1 we show theM spectrafthe inte-
grand of Eq.s6dg of the ZFCM, FCM, and the magnetization
in equilibrium at T=0.042 sfrom left to rightd. One can
clearly see that the parts of the threeM spectra forV smaller
than a certain value, which we denote asVB, lie on top of
each other. This means that superspins of these small nano-
particles are equilibrated within the characteristic time scale
of the cooling and heating process. On the other hand, theM
spectrum of the ZFCM atV*VB is zero, indicating that su-
perspins of these larger nanoparticles are still blocked to
their initial values. We callVB the blocking volume which
depends stronglyslinearlyd on T and weakly slogarithmi-
callyd on the observation time scale. Also we call superspins
of nanoparticles withV&VB, V.VB, andV*VB superpara-
magnetic, dynamically active, andblockedor frozen, respec-
tively.

In passing we emphasize another characteristic feature of
the FCM in superparamagnets; namely, the FCM always in-
creases as the temperature is decreased. This is simply be-
cause superspins are blockedsor frozend in the direction of
the field.

C. Aging and memory effects

Let us now consider the thermoremanent-magnetization
sTRMd protocol, where we cool the system in a fieldh at a
certain rate, stop the cooling at a measurement temperature
Tm, let the system relax for a waiting time oftw, and then cut
the field and observe the magnetization decay. During the FC
aging before cutting the field, the parts of theM spectrum for

the frozen and superparamagnetic superspins do not change
significantly, while that of the dynamically active superspins
does change as seen in Fig. 2sad. The peak of theM spectrum
shifts to larger volumes with increasingtw. The peak position
appears aroundV* where the corresponding relaxation time
t0 expsKV* /Tmd is comparable withtw. This naturally means
that the TRM decreases most rapidly when the timet elapsed
after the field is cut is nearly equal totw. Indeed, Fig. 2sbd
shows that the relaxation rateSstd;−h−1d log M /d log t in
the TRM protocol has a peak aroundtw. Thus we conclude
that agingsa tw dependenced of the TRM does exist even in
superparamagnets.

As mentioned in Sec. II A, however, the ZFCM curve is
independent oftw. One may consider that thistw indepen-
dence of the ZFCM is a consequence of the simple two-
states description of our model. Actually, by considering sev-
eral competing sources of anisotropysfor instance
magnetocrystalline and magnetostatic energyd, we can think
of a multistate system with some energy levels different from
each other. Then, the ZFCM of the model should depend
weakly ontw even if interactions among particles are absent.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined ZFCM and FCM with the cooling rate
r =2.431012t0 per temperature unitscircles and squaresd and those
with slower cooling rater =2.431016t0 sdiamonds and trianglesd.
The line is the susceptibility in equilibriumsthe Curie lawd. The
inset shows theM spectra of the ZFCM, FCM, and the magnetiza-
tion in equilibrium atT=0.042sfrom left to rightd. The cooling rate
for ZFCM and FCM is 2.431012t0.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad Mspecstw;Vd of the FC process. The
system is cooled toTms=0.033d at the rate of 2.431012t0 per tem-
perature unit, and is kept atTm for tw. The field is applied in the
whole process.sbd SusceptibilityxTRMst ,twd measured in the TRM
protocol sinsetd and its logarithmic time derivativeSstd
;−d log xTRMst ,twd /d log t smain framed vs t, where t is the
elapsed time after the field is cut. The cooling rate andTm are the
same as insad. In the inset, the corresponding waiting time in-
creases from left to right.
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In fact, we will show in Sec. III that the random energy
model, which has a huge number of states whose energies
are different from each other, exhibits strong aging in genu-
ine ZFC protocols. However, we consider that a significantly
small tw dependence of the ZFCM as compared to that of the
TRM is one of the characteristic properties of superparamag-
nets since in ordinary spin glasses, a strongtw dependence is
observed not only in the TRM but also in the ZFCM. There-
fore, indubitable experimental evidence for spin-glass dy-
namics in a system can only be found by investigating aging
effects in the ZFCM.

From the sum rule for the ZFCM, TRM, and FCM, we
find

MTRMst,twd = MFCst + twd − MZFCstd, s8d

where we have used the fact that the ZFCM does not depend
on tw in our model. This equation tells us that thetw depen-
dence of the TRM in our model is merely a consequence of
slow relaxation of the FCM. This is in contrast to ordinary
spin glasses where the TRM and the ZFCM strongly depend
on tw even if MFCst8d for t8ù tw hardly relaxes.54

Another important point is that the peak position of theM
spectrum in Fig. 2sad fand the relaxation rateSstd in Fig.
2sbdg ceases to shift iftwùt0 expsKVpeak/Tmd, whereVpeakis
the peak position of theM spectrum in equilibriumsits ex-
plicit value is around 1.2 in the present cased. On the other
hand, aging in spin glasses is believed to persist eternally in
the thermodynamic limit since the relaxation time diverges
below the critical temperature.

After the field is cut in the above-mentioned TRM proto-
col with tw=0, we may further introduce some cycling
processes,31,39as shown in Fig. 3. Now let us first consider a
negative-temperature cycling in zero field. The temperature
is changed asTm=0.033→T2=0.025→Tm. Since the block-

ing volumeVB at T2 is smaller than that atTm, the superspins
which were dynamically active atTm are frozen in the sec-
ond stage atT2, while the dynamically active superspins at
T2 do not change because they were already equilibratedsde-
polarizedd by the first-stage aging atTm. HenceMTRM does
not change at all in the second stagessquares in Fig. 3d. The
shape of theM spectrum in this stage is essentially the same
as that shown in Fig. 5sbd, below. After the system comes
back toTm the relaxation ofMTRM resumes from the value at
the end of the first stage. If the field is applied in the second
stage of the above protocol, the superparamagnetic and dy-
namically active superspins atT2 respond to it. TheM spec-
trum at the end of this stage is essentially the same as that in
Fig. 5scd. The induced magnetization in the second stage
almost immediately disappears in the last stage atTm since
the superspins which carried the excess magnetization are
rapidly equilibratedsdepolarizedd at the higher temperature.
In the positive-temperature cycling withT2=0.042 underh
=0, superspins which are blocked atTm but not atT2 si.e.,
superspins of nanoparticles whose volume is larger thanVB
at Tm but smaller thanVB at T2d are rapidly depolarized in
the second stage. They are frozen as depolarized after chang-
ing the temperature back toTm, and thusMTRM remains con-
stant at a much smaller value. The significant relaxation is
expected to resume at a time scale when the isothermal
MTRM at Tm reaches this small value. These features have
been in fact observed by Sunet al.39 in a permalloy nano-
particle system.

Lastly let us discuss the peculiar memory effect in Fig. 2
of Sunet al.39 They introduce intermittent stops, atTi, in the
FC process and at the same time they cut off the field, let the
system relax by a certain periodti, and then resume the FC
process. When the system is reheated after reaching a certain
low temperature, the magnetization curve clearly manifests
that the system keeps memories imprinted by the preceding
FC process. We have applied the same protocol to our simple
model of superparamagnets, and have reproduced qualita-
tively identical results to theirs as shown in Fig. 4.

It is clarified in Fig. 5 that this peculiar memory effect
originates from the blocking of superspins by demonstrating
the M spectra of some representative instants of the process.
After the first stop atT=T1 underh=0, theM spectrum of
Fig. 5sbd tells us that the blocking volumeVB1 is around 3.0,
namely, the superspins of nanoparticles withV&VB1 are
completely equilibratedsdepolarizedd, while the frozen su-
perspins of nanoparticles withV*VB1 are still blocked at
T=T1 after the waiting time. As the FC process is resumed,
the memory of the first stop atT=T1 is imprinted as a dip at
V.VB1 in the M spectrumfFig. 5scdg, since that part of the
M spectrum is well blocked during the aging at significantly
lower temperatures thanT1. Similarly, by the second stop at
T=T2 and recooling afterward, another dip atVB2.1.3 is
imprinted in theM spectrum as seen in Fig. 5sdd. In the
reheating process, Figs. 5sed and 5sfd illustrate that the frozen
part of the M spectrum melts starting from smallV. The
consequence is nothing but the memory effect reported by
Sunet al.

D. Experiments on a superparamagnet

In order to clarify how far our simple model captures the
essence ofreal superparamagnets, we perform experiments

FIG. 3. sColor onlined xTRM vs time using the same protocols as
in Figs. 3–5 of Sunet al. sRef. 39d. The system is cooled toT
=0.033 at the rate of 2.431013t0 per temperature unit in a field
which is cut just before recordingxTRM. After a time of t1=3
31012t0 the temperature is changed. The relaxation at the new
temperature is recorded in eitherH=0 or H=h for a period oft2
=331012t0. Then the temperature is shifted back toT=0.033 and
the field is set to zero. In the inset,t1 andt3 parts ofxTRM with the
negative-temperature cycling are plotted as a function of the total
time elapsed atT=0.033.
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on a model superparamagnet, namely, natural horse-spleen
ferritin.43,44 It is an iron-storage protein, and has a spherical
cage 8 nm in diameter containing polydispersive cores of
antiferromagnetic ferrihydrite.55,56 Each core has a small
magnetic moment of,300mB due to its uncompensated
spins.43,57 Figure 6 shows the result of the memory experi-
ment with the same protocol as that in Fig. 4. It is clear from
the figure that this superparamagnet also exhibits the same
memory effect as that observed by Sunet al. In fact, this
memory behavior is also observed in other super-
paramagnets.41,42 The FCM without stops is shown in the
inset of Fig. 6. We see that the FCM increases monotonically
with decreasing temperature. As we discussed in the last

paragraph of Sec. II B, this is a typical feature of superpara-
magnets.

Figure 7 shows relaxation of the TRM susceptibility with
the same protocol as that in Fig. 2sbd. We clearly see that the
TRM exhibits a similartw dependence to that in our simple
model of superparamagnets. We have also checked a
tendency that the peak of the relaxation rateSstd
;−h−1d log M /d log t shifts to larger times with increasing
tw, although the data are a bit too noisy to clarify whether the
peak is located aroundtw or not.

We have also done a memory experiment in thegenuine
ZFC protocol.54 In this experiment, we measurexZFC which
includes intermittent stops in the ZFC process andxZFC

ref with-
out such stops. The stopping temperatures are 9 and 7 K, and
the period of intermittence is 104 s at each temperature. Note

FIG. 4. sColor onlined FC susceptibility vs temperature observed
in the same protocol as in Fig. 2 of Sunet al. sRef. 39d. The field is
cut during the intermittent stops of the cooling atT1=0.088 and at
T2=0.042 for a period of 1014t0. The magnetization in zero field
after the waiting time is shown although it was not shown by Sunet
al. The arrows in the figure indicate at which stages during the
procedure we measure and show theM spectra in Fig. 5 below. The
cooling sand reheatingd rate is the same as that in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined M spectra at six representative states which are indicated in Fig. 4 by arrows. The point in each inset also shows
the time of the measurement.

FIG. 6. sColor onlined FC susceptibility of ferritin with the same
protocol as that in Fig. 4. The field is cut during the intermittent
stops of the cooling atT=9 and 7 K for 104 s at each temperature.
The coolingsand reheatingd rate is 1.7310−3 K/s. The inset shows
the ZFC and the FC susceptibilities vs temperature.
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that the stopping temperatures are well below the blocking
temperatureTB<13 K ssee the inset of Fig. 6d. The cooling
sand reheatingd rate is the same as that in Fig. 6. The result of
the experiment is that there is no significant difference be-
tweenxZFC andxZFC

ref at any temperaturesnot shownd, i.e., no
memory is imprinted by the aging under zero field. This is
also the expected result for superparamagnets.

III. SLOW DYNAMICS IN SUPERSPIN GLASSES

Various memory experiments are performed on a dense
Fe3N ferromagnetic nanoparticle system which has been
shown to be a superspin glass.29,37,45,46Figure 8 shows the
result of the memory experiment following the same proto-
col as that in Fig. 4. At the intermittent stops of the FC
process, while the field is set to zero, the value of the mag-

netization decreases. On the subsequent reheating, the mag-
netization value in the preceding cooling process is recov-
ered, for each stop, at a temperature a bit above that of the
stop. At a glance, the memory effect in this superspin glass is
qualitatively the same as that in superparamagnets indicating
a similar origin of the effect. Another interesting observation
in Fig. 8 is that the FCM of the Fe3N system after resuming
the cooling behaves almost in parallel to the FCM without
the intermittent stopssreference curved though its absolute
magnitude is significantly smaller than the latter. This feature
is also seen for the superparamagnets as shown in Figs. 4 and
6, and so it suggests that the mechanism behind the memory
effect is also common.

Now let us go into further comparisons between the re-
sults so far obtained for the superparamagnets and those for
the superspin glass. One significant difference between the
two is seen in the behavior of the reference FCM without the
intermittent stops. The FCM of the Fe3N system does not
increase but even decreases as the temperature is decreased.
According to the argument in the last paragraph of Sec. II B,
this implies that the Fe3N system is in fact not a superpara-
magnet also in this respect. Actually the nearly constant
FCM is considered to be a typical property of ordinary spin
glasses. A further important phenomenon which is peculiar to
superspin glasses is the memory effect in the genuine ZFC
protocol. Figure 9 shows an experimental result of the Fe3N
system where the difference between the ZFCM’s with and
without an intermittent stop atTs in the cooling process is
presented. The difference is clearly observed as a dip atT
.Ts.

Now let us discuss possible theoretical interpretations of
these experimental results. The first theoretical model we
consider is the random energy modelsREMd.50–52 The
REM consists of a huge number of states. The barrier energy
EB, which the system needs to overcome in order to go to
a new state, is assigned to each state randomly and indepen-
dently according to the exponential distributionrsEBd
=1/Tc expf−EB/Tcg. Since the average relaxation timektl
=e0

`dEBrsEBdt0 expsEB/Td diverges belowTc, the REM

FIG. 7. sColor onlined Relaxation of the TRM susceptibility of
the ferritin. After the system is cooled toT=7.0 K under a 200 Oe
field at a rate of 0.17 K/s, it is kept at the temperature under the
field for tw, and then the field is cut and the magnetization decay is
measured as a function of the elapsed timet after the field is cut.
The waiting timetw is 83102, 83103, and 83104 sfrom left to
rightd.

FIG. 8. sColor onlined FC susceptibility of the Fe3N system with
the same protocol as that in Fig. 4. The critical temperature of the
sample is around 60 KsRef. 37d. The field is cut during the inter-
mittent stops of the cooling atT=40 and 30 K for 3000 s at each
temperature. The coolingsand reheatingd rate is 0.01 K/s. The inset
shows the ZFC and the FC susceptibilities vs temperature.

FIG. 9. sColor onlined Difference of the ZFC susceptibility of
the Fe3N system. The ZFC process is intermitted atT=40 K for
9000 s in the measurement ofxZFC, while xZFC

ref is measured without
such a stop. The cooling rate is 0.1 K/s, and the reheating rate is
0.01 K/s.
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shows various memory and aging behaviors in the low-
temperature phase.51,52,58Let us now see to what extent the
experimental results shown in this section are reproducible
by the REM. First, Fig. 10 shows the result with the same
protocol as that in Fig. 4. The result is qualitatively rather
similar to that of the Fe3N system shown in Fig. 8. In par-
ticular, it should be emphasized that the flatness of the FCM
below the critical temperature, which cannot be captured by
our simple model of superparamagnets, is reproduced in the
REM. Second, Fig. 11 shows the result of simulation which
corresponds to the ZFC memory experiment in Fig. 9. Again,
the result is qualitatively very similar to that in the experi-
ment. A crucial property of the REM to understand this result
is that the system goes into deeper and deeper states with
higher and higher energy barriers as time progresses.51,59

Therefore, the typical energy barrier of the state in which the
system is blocked depends on how long the system has been
aged at a low temperature. Since it is more difficult for the

system blocked in a state with a higher energy barrier to
respond to the field, the difference of the typical energy bar-
rier of the state in which the system is blocked with and
without intermittent stop on cooling causes the dip in Fig. 11.

We have seen that the experimental results are well repro-
duced by the REM. However, the link between each state in
the REM and an actual spin configuration in the system is
not so clear. On the other hand, the droplet theory20,48 gives
some insight into spin configurations in thesnonequilibriumd
dynamics of real spin glasses. For example, after a spin glass
is rapidly quenched in a fieldh to a temperatureT belowTc,
spin-glass domains, or clusters, which are in local equilib-
rium with respect tosT,hd are considered to grow. At a cer-
tain instancet after the quench, clusters with various vol-
umesVcluster or linear sizesLs,Vcluster

1/d d exist. We may think
of their distributionPst ;Vclusterd analogously toPsVd in the
previous section. Furthermore, in the droplet theory, each
cluster of a sizeL is considered to flip by a thermal activa-
tion process whose mean energy barrierBL is a function ofL
sBL,Lc in the original droplet theory20d. The thermally ac-
tivated process governs the response of clusters to an applied
field. This situation is rather similar to the two-state descrip-
tion of the superparamagnet, and we may expect that the
magnetization of the spin glass is also described by Eq.s6d,
though the functional form ofMst ;Vd has to be properly
modified andPsVd has to be replaced by a time-dependent
distribution Pst ;Vclusterd. We also note that the above argu-
ment on an atomic spin glass can be directly applied to a
superspin glass if an atomic spin in the former is replaced by
a superspin in the latter.

An interesting prediction of the droplet theory is the in-
stability of the equilibrium spin-glass phase under a static
magnetic fieldh of any strength. This is one of the funda-
mental issues which has been debated since the early stage of
the spin-glass study and has not been settled yet. Quite re-
cently, in numerical analysis of the field-shift aging protocol,
one of the present authorssH.T.d and Hukushima49 have
found results that strongly support the prediction of the drop-
let theory. Here let us argue about our experimental results
on the superspin glass from this point of view, namely, the
FCM measured atT,Tc is not an equilibrium property un-
derh but due to the blocking of superspin clusters introduced
above.

As noted before, the FCM of a superparamagnet increases
with decreasingT. That of the present superspin glass, on the
other hand, is nearly constant atT&Tc as seen in the inset of
Fig. 8. The latter is naturally attributed to the expected fact
that the free-energy difference between the two states of a
superspin cluster is given not only by the Zeeman energy but
also by the residual interactions between the cluster and its
surroundingssthe stiffness energy of a cluster in the droplet
theoryd. If the field strength is sufficiently small, which is the
case of the present interest, the latter certainly dominates the
Zeeman energy. Therefore, when the cluster is blocked, its
magnetization points either parallel or antiparallel to the field
direction. Consequently the branch of the FCM atT&Tc in
Fig. 8 becomes nearly constant when the temperature is de-
creased.

By further inspection of Fig. 1 and the inset of Fig. 8 we
notice that the FCM of a superparamagnet changes rather

FIG. 10. sColor onlined FC susceptibility of the REM with the
same protocol as that in Fig. 4. The field is cut during the intermit-
tent stops of the cooling atT=0.8Tc for 53104t0 and atT=0.3Tc

for 53105t0, wheret0 is the microscopic time of the model. The
cooling sand reheatingd rate is 2310−5Tc/t0. The inset shows the
ZFC and the FC susceptibilities vs temperature.

FIG. 11. sColor onlined Difference of the ZFC susceptibility of
the the REM. The ZFC process is intermitted atT=0.7Tc for 5
3104t0 in the measurement ofxZFC, while xZFC

ref is measured with-
out such a stop. The coolingsand reheatingd rate is the same as that
in Fig. 9.
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smoothly around the blocking temperature, while that of the
superspin glass exhibits a kinklike shape atT,Tc. The latter
can be attributed to the time development ofPst ;Vclusterd
which is absent in a superparamagnet. In fact, in the droplet
theory, the rates of growth of the spin-glass clusters and so of
their barrier energy are expected to be most sensitive to a
small change in temperature atT.Tc, since they are gov-
erned by the critical dynamics associated with the spin-glass
transition atT=Tc underh=0. Consequently, even a small
temperature decrease at this temperature range gives rise to
an apparently sharper blocking of superspin clusters. At sig-
nificantly lower temperatures thanTc, the thermal activation
process governs dynamics of superspins and yields an almost
constant FCM as described just above.

Let us turn to memory effects in the genuine ZFC proto-
col, which are not observed in superparamagnets. As we
mentioned above, atT&Tc, sizes of clusters are growing as
time elapses which gives rise to a history dependence of
Pst ;Vclusterd in the language of our two-state model. Since the
change ofPst ;Vclusterd proceeds even in a vanishing field,
memory effects are observed even in the genuine ZFC pro-
tocol.

Lastly one comment is in order on possible differences in
the slow dynamics of superspin glasses and atomic spin
glasses. As mentioned above, qualitative aspects of the two
are considered to be almost common to each other. Quanti-
tatively, however, the unit time of a superspin flip depends
on T and is much larger than the temperature-independent
atomic-spin flip time. This difference often causes apparent
qualitative differences in the nonequilibrium phenomena in
the two spin glasses. The most interesting phenomenon
among them isrejuvenationarising from the chaotic nature
of equilibrium spin-glass states.18–21 The rejuvenation is
more easily seen in longer time scales in units of the moment
or spin flip time; namely, within a common experimental
time window of 101–105 s, the effect is harder to observe in
superspin glasses than in atomic spin glasses. This problem
is investigated in a separate paper.46

IV. SUMMARY

We have studied dynamics of superparamagnets by inves-
tigating a simplified two-state model analytically and ferritin
experimentally. As a consequence, we have found thatsad the

TRM exhibits a tw dependence, and the logarithmic time
derivative of xTRMst ,twd has a peak aroundt< tw, as ob-
served in spin glasses;sbd all the experimental results re-
ported by Sunet al.39 are qualitatively reproducible. In su-
perparamagnets, these aging and memory effects originate
solely from a broad distribution of relaxation times which
comes from that of the anisotropy energy barriers. The
mechanism of these results is well understood by investigat-
ing the time dependence of theM spectrumfthe integrand in
Eq. s6dg. Thus the aging and memory effectssad and sbd are
not a sufficient proof for the existence of spin-glass dynam-
ics.

We have also studied aging and memory effects in a dense
Fe3N nanoparticle systemsa superspin glassd experimentally.
By comparing the results with those for superparamagnets,
the following differences have been found:s1d The FCM of
the Fe3N system does not increase but even decreases as the
temperature is decreased, while the FCM of superparamag-
nets always increases with decreasing temperature.s2d In the
Fe3N system, the genuine ZFCM also depends on the waiting
time. Such atw dependence in the ZFCM is hardly expected
in superparamagnets. From the viewpoint ofs1d, we consider
that the permalloy nanoparticle system studied by Sunet al.
is closer to a superparamagnet, while the Fe3N system stud-
ied in the present work and the Co-Fe nanoparticle system
studied by Sahooet al.31,32,38are closer to a superspin glass.
Lastly, we have argued that these two aspects peculiar to
superspin glasses are qualitatively reproduced by the random
energy model, and are well interpreted by the droplet theory
in the field of spin-glass study.

In conclusion, similarities as well as crucial differences in
aging and memory effects in superparamagnets and super-
spin glasses have been clarified. In order to distinguish the
two types of slow dynamics we have to choose appropriate
aging protocols such as a ZFC process with intermittent
stops of the cooling properly scheduled.
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